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• Problems with discoverability and accessibility



What’s wrong with the current system?

Academic researchers are judged almost entirely on output in 
the form of journal articles.



What’s important in journal articles?

“Our experience has shown that a paper's impact is maximized if it 
is as short as is consistent with providing a focused message, with a 
few crucial figures or tables.”

“We all face the challenge of how to make the best use of our time 
in an era of information overload. Judicious use of Supplementary 
Information to ensure that the printed version of a paper is clear, 
comprehensible and as short as is consistent with this goal, is very 
likely to increase the paper's readership, impact and the number of 
times others cite it.”
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Journals are trying to do two jobs at once:

• Disseminating useful findings to practitioners and researchers

• Being the primary research record: what has been done, by 
whom, when and with what result, in full detail

These two require very different kinds of writing. 
The first can be a persuasive narrative – the second shouldn’t be

What’s wrong with using journal articles for scientific research?



What can we do? Split the two jobs



A new ‘primary research record’ 
digital-first, 

free to read; free to write,
with automatic language translation.

Not based around papers 
but smaller publication units, in a new structure
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• Instant publication 
Þ instant ‘priority’ for researchers, as well as faster dissemination of knowledge

• Smaller author groups 
Þmore meritocratic recognition, especially for specialists 

(eg. technicians designing and publishing protocols; statisticians doing analyses)

Þmore accountability (it’s clear who’s doing what work)

• No need for ‘narrative’
Þ removes pressure for ‘questionable research practices’ (excluding data that 

doesn’t fit a hypothesis) as ‘a story’ no longer important

ÞResearchers can publish ‘just a hypothesis’ or a small data set etc.
(meaning more work will be shared, avoiding waste)



How can you tell what’s ‘good’?

• Rating system

Þ Sets the definitions of ‘good work’ for each kind of publication

ÞAllows a community consensus on what defines ‘good’

ÞMakes it easier to sort well-rated publications from poorly-rated

ÞCreates more subtle metrics to record ‘success’ for individuals





• Post-publication peer review 

Þno hierarchical ‘editor’ system that can lead to publication bias

Þencourages collaborative working 
(authors can reversion a publication in the light of reviews, and include 
reviewers as authors on the new version)

Þ reviews are all open for others to read, giving readers various ‘expert perspectives’ 
on the work



• Post-publication peer review 

Þno hierarchical ‘editor’ system that can lead to publication bias

Þencourages collaborative working 
(authors can reversion a publication in the light of reviews, and include 
reviewers as authors on the new version)

Þ reviews are all open for others to read, giving readers various ‘expert perspectives’ 
on the work

• Reviews are a publication type equal to all others

Þ reviews and reviewing given the equal status they deserve 
(i.e. good reviewers get credit for their work)
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What’s in it for funders?
• Can search well-rated publications and 

offer funding for ‘the next bit of the 
chain’ (potentially to multiple groups)
ÞAvoiding wasteful grant application 

process
• Can easily assess individual researchers

What’s in it for journals?
• Become more focused on synthesizing, 

editorializing and disseminating to 
their audiences (not expensive primary 
research publication)



Octopus is…
Free
Fast
Fair

Creating a collaborative culture for researchers,
wherever they’re based



A private philanthropist
(anonymous)

With support from:In partnership with:



Thank you!

Alex.freeman@maths.cam.ac.uk
@alex_freeman


